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Legislation
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Trans Legal Mapping Report (ILGA 2017)
• Name change possible in 100 countries (Africa 11, Asia 19, Europe
46, LAC 19, North America 2, Oceania 3)
• Gender marker change possible in 78 countries (Africa 9, Asia 14,
Europe 40, LAC 11, North America 2, Oceania 2), with great variability
as to requirements

Perceptions

ILGA-RIWI Minorities Report 2017
•Knowing someone
• 41% know someone who is romantically or sexually attracted to people of
the same sex, 40% don’t know someone and 19% do not know if they know
such a person.
• 35% know someone who dresses, acts or identifies as another sex than
that which they were born, 45% don’t and 20% do not know if they know
such a person.
• One repeatedly confirmed finding, across countries and across questions, is
that when respondents know someone belonging to sexual or gender
minorities their attitudes tend to be markedly more expansive or inclusive
that when people do not know someone, or do not know if they know
someone belonging to those minorities.
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•Equal rights and protections

• 55% agree that equal rights and protections should
be applied to everyone, including people who are
romantically or sexually attracted to people of the
same sex, 25% don’t.
• 59% agree that equal rights and protections should
be applied to everyone, including people who dress,
act or identify as one sex although they were born as
another, 20% disagree.
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• Equal rights and protections
• When respondents know someone from sexual or gender minorities, they are much
more likely to support their equal rights and protections: 73% of that cohort agreed,
while of those who do not know someone only 44% agreed (sexual orientation), and
54% agreed (gender identity).
• The force of law is evident in the survey: only 46% of respondents in States that
criminalise same sex sexual relations agree that equal rights and protections should
be inclusive of sexual orientation with 36% disagreeing, while in non-criminalising
States that figure rises to 60%, with only 19% disagreeing.
• Of the 49% of the cohort that agree with the provision of equal rights, 85% of them
(over 40000 respondents) agree that they are able to respect their religion while
being accepting of diversity. Conversely, of the 28% of the cohort who disagree with
equal rights provision, 61% of them disagree they can be accepting and respect their
religion.
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• Work protection

• Regarding gender identity 59% believe all workers should be
protected from workplace discrimination, 21% don’t, while
in relation to sexual orientation 57% agree with the provision
of protection, and 27% don’t.
• The figures polarize in States that criminalise same sex sexual
acts, with 49% agreeing and 30% disagreeing with work
protection, and an average of 62% agreeing and 20%
disagreeing in the 52 non-criminalising States surveyed here.
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• Legal gender recognition
• 50% of respondents agree that adults who dress, act or identify as one sex
although they were born as another should be granted full legal recognition of
the identity they declare, while 25% disagree and 25% neither agree nor
disagree.
• The correlation between those who agree with equal rights protections being
granted and legal gender recognition (LGR) is evident: of the cohort that agree
with granting LGR, 77% agree with equal rights provision, while of those who
disagree with granting LGR, 71% disagree with granting equal rights.
• Of those who know someone belonging to a gender minority, 63% of them agree
that legal recognition should be granted, and 22% disagree. However, of those
who do not know someone, only 44% agree with granting LGR and 26% disagree.
• 81% of the people who are comfortable socializing with someone of a gender
minority are in favour of granting LGR, while 63% of those who are uncomfortable
socializing, disagree with granting LGR.
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• Criminalization
• In States that criminalize same sex sexual activity (25 of the 77 in this survey)
attitudes about equal rights and protections, neighbours, socializing, and about
criminalization itself all are more severe.
• 28.5% of the entire survey agreed that people who engage in romantic or sexual
relationships with people of the same sex should be charged as criminals. 49%
disagreed and 22.5% neither agreed nor disagreed.
• It is notable that in criminalizing States 42% agree with the statement and 36%
disagree, while in non-criminalising States only 22% agree and 55% disagree with
the statement.
• Of those respondents who know someone attracted to the same sex 62%
disagree with criminalization, while only 41% of those who do not know
somebody disagree with criminalization.
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• Neighbours
• Regarding their male and female neighbours who respondents
know to be romantically or sexually attracted to people of the
same sex, globally female neighbours get more positive
response rate; 60% for females, 55% for males.
• In criminalizing States, the average of positive responses to
both male and female neighbours is only 37%, while the
average in the non-criminalising States is 68%. Further, in
criminalizing States, 31% of the negative responses come
under “try to change” them, while in non-criminalising States
the number with that response stands at 9%.
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• Socialising
• 38% and 42% respectively of all those surveyed
would be comfortable socializing with a person of a
sexual or gender minority, 28% and 32% would not,
and 29% on both say they are ‘neither’. It is
possible that ‘neither’ can be read positively in that
sexual or gender diversity makes no difference to
the respondent (which is positive).
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• Respect for religion and acceptance of diversity
• Being accepting of sexual and gender minorities and still
respecting one’s religion is a concept that 48% (regarding
sexual orientation) and 53% (regarding gender identity and
expression) agreed with. 30% and 23% disagreed with this
possibility, and 23% of respondents answered ‘neither’ on
both.
• Of those who know someone (SO and GI), 65% and 68% agreed
they can respect their religion and be accepting, while of those
who do not know someone, only 35% and 48% agreed with
this.
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• Respect for culture and acceptance of diversity
• Being accepting of sexual and gender minorities and still respecting one’s culture
is a concept that 49% (regarding sexual orientation) and 54% (regarding gender
identity and expression) agreed with. 29% and 23% disagreed with this possibility,
and 23% of respondents answered ‘neither’ on both.
• Of the 60% + of the cohort who feel they can respect their culture and be
respecting of diversity, 78%, 75% and 83% have positive responses to a female/
male/or gender diverse neighbour, while of the cohort (26% of n) who do not
agree their culture can be respected and be inclusive, 68%/63%/ and 75%
provided negative responses to a female/male or gender diverse neighbour.

Trends in the community

As community grows it fragments itself into new identities, with only
partially overlapping needs and demands

• Gay > Lesbian > Trans > Intersex > Bisexual > Gender queer / nonbinary > + (pansexual, asexual, ….)

• Right to exist > “Sexual liberation” > Equality – “normality” >
intersectionality > gender (and sexual orientation) fluidity

Global North - West
• With marriage equality and adoptions focus in Western countries
more and more on Trans issues and, increasingly, on non-binary
gender self-defined identities, with potential frictions with part of the
feminist communities, vis-à-vis access to women only spaces.
• Surrogate motherhood contentious between part of gay and part of
lesbian community.
• Politicized v commercial = involved v self-centred (e.g. prides, movies,
etc.)

Global South - East
• Fight for acceptance (cultural, social, as organisations),
decriminalisation, demonization (“Propaganda” laws), search for allies
among religious authorities or charismatic figures
• Gender minorities/communities seek to re-affirm terms traditionally
used to define them(selves), refusing or limiting the use of ‘Trans-’
• Anti (neo) colonial perspectives

LGBTI+ and Trade Unions

Depending on:
• Economy: capitalism v socialism v other
• Politics: left v conservative
• Reciprocal needs (e.g. new demographics > new needs/focus)
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